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Presentation

Technology part

Problem part

Future part



“Technology is a product of 
an animal/human mind.”
“Would only occur because of life, but is not living”

Kevin Kelly



Technological evolution
Natural sequence to developments

e.g. domestication of dogs  pottery 
sewing  etc. 

Kevin Kelly



Converging and creating 
of a single “megatech”

Diverging and creating 
forever divergent tech

t

Technology as a catalyst for evolution 

e.g. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin e.g. Kevin Kelly



How will your project fit into the 
“techno sphere” or expand it?



What are the qualities of a 
good partner?



Freedom or crotches?

Enabling or disabling?





https://www.meltin.jp/

Symbiotic co-existence or 
oppression?
Are we setting up AI servants to rebel..

https://www.meltin.jp/


Conversation:

What’s our Teams relationship with technology?



Problem part



For engineers challenge is like… how 
can we make it better, faster and 
smaller – more efficiently?

Challenge is not like… how can we 
make something people will like?





PROBLEM --- NEED

2 sides of the same coin



What to consider 
when 

framing a challenge?



1. How open is it?



1. How open is it?

Fix the pen cap --------------------------------------- Fix the world



1. How open is it?

Fix the pen cap --------------------------------------- Fix the world

Why? 

e.g. “Give Rebecca a reusable drinking 

bottle”



1. How open is it?

Fix the pen cap --------------------------------------- Fix the world

Why?  <- How?

e.g. “Water scarcity, water purification”e.g. “Give Rebecca a reusable drinking 

bottle”



2. What is your time perspective?

20 weeks ----- 20 months ---------20 years



How great is 

Freon?
time

awesome

not cool Banned in Montreal Protocol 1987

Synthesized by Frédéric

Swarts 1890s

General Motors and DuPont formed Kinetic Chemicals to 

produce Freon 1930s

When do we measure the success of an invention?

Scientists discover that Freon is hurting 

ozone layer 1970s



2. What is your time perspective?

20 weeks ----- 20 months ---------20 years



2. What is your time perspective?

20 weeks ----- 20 months ---------20 years

Best way to predict the future is to invent it 

 backcasting from future to present



or more



3. How holistically is the challenge framed?



The world is a system 

with all the parts 

connected

Change one part and 

move the other e.g. “Why 

are the sewer caps 

missing?” “Why is 

everyone growing 

snakes?”

3. How holistically is the challenge framed?





Future part



Step 1: Fundamental research: 
“Check what I found!”

Step 2: Society: “So…?”

Step 3:  Century later something 
unimaginable is born.



Copernicus: 

“Orbits are elliptical”

Society:

“Great, but how will this help me 
grow potatoes?” 



Copernicus: 

“Orbits are elliptical”

Society:

“Great, but how will this help me 
grow potatoes?” 

Google best products

Sell potatoes online…



Unpredictable
livelyhood
in 1800’s



“Who here thinks AI will significantly impact the 

industry you are working in the next 4 years?”

“Who here can tell me they understand what

AI is?”



“Who here thinks AI will significantly impact the 

industry you are working in the next 4 years?”

“Who here can tell me they understand what

AI is?”

… how is this possible?





Energy?

Inequality?

Work?

…



Speculative fiction



Lets talk about solar punk







“Solarpunk is a movement in speculative fiction, art, fashion and activism that 
seeks to answer and embody the question “what does a sustainable civilization 
look like, and how can we get there?” 

The aesthetics of solarpunk merge the practical with the beautiful, the well-
designed with the green and wild, the bright and colorful with the earthy and 
solid. 

Solarpunk can be utopian, just optimistic, or concerned with the struggles en 
route to a better world — but never dystopian. As our world roils with calamity, 
we need solutions, not warnings. “



If you don’t have a dream, how can it 
come true?
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